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Sussanne Khan, Ex-Husband Of Hrithik Roshan, Shares the Warmest Family Picture. So, what led to
their separation?. Hrithik Roshan and Sussanne Khan share their best pictures of their love story.
Hrithik Roshan and Sussanne Khan want kids but their thoughts may be different. Hrithik Roshan
and Sussanne Khan are known as one of the best screen couple in Bollywood. They have been
together since a long time as they have been married for 10 years. SUZANNE KHAN’S BIRTHDAY
PICTURE. is Sussanne Khan's birthday on October 26. She is most popular for being the former wife
of Hrithik Roshan. Sussanne Khan has always been the centre of attention when it comes to her
bikini pictures. The Indian actress has been posing for paparazzi since a long time. Here are some of
her most flaunting Hrithik Roshan is always seen with his wife, Sussanne Khan, his family and her
family. The couple is said to have separated in November 2018 after a couple of years of marriage.
However, it was only in 2019 that they made the news when they made headlines for having used
their privacy to announce their separation to the world. Bollywood actress Sussanne Khan, who is
currently in a relationship with Hrithik Roshan, reportedly wants the couple to have a baby. Hrithik
Roshan, who is busy with his forthcoming movie 'Krrish 3', is all set to take this initiative as well. See
Hrithik Roshan And Sussanne Khan Keep Their Best Pictures As Only Family Members. Actually, this
is not Hrithik Roshan and Sussanne Khan, but their son Hrehaan Roshan Khan and daughter
Hridhaan Roshan Khan. Sussanne Khan and Hrithik Roshan begin over-sharing their ups and downs,
from their families to their pets. Hrithik Roshan met the artiste in early 2000s while shooting for the
movie 'Saathiya' and fell in love with her. They tied the knot in November 2010. See Hrithik Roshan
And Sussanne Khan Keep Their Best Pictures As Only Family Members. Actually, this is not Hr
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